Flash to HTML5
E-learning Conversion
The 4 ‘R’s That Matter
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INTRODUCTION
All good things come to an end. Yes, we’re talking about the reign of Flash. This tool that once held sway over

e-learning development thanks to its ability to create a wide range of engrossing interactivities and animations is
set to succumb to the passage of time. With most major devices and browsers blocking Flash output and Adobe
announcing that 2020 will witness a world without Flash, this glorious era has come to an abrupt halt.
However, organizations that have been using e-learning for the past decade or so are bound to have several online
courses developed in Flash, or even have courses in mainstream authoring tools like Storyline which use Flash
elements inside them.

How do they go about

What is HTML5, the much-

How can organizations

salvaging these courses

acclaimed successor to

ensure they make the right

and give them a fresh

Flash?

moves when transferring

lease of life?

their e-learning to the
new era?

This eBook will help organizations discover the different Flash to HTML5 conversion methods available, based
on the state of their legacy courses (courses developed in Flash and courses with Flash elements) and current

requirements. It also offers checklists, templates, and action plans to ensure the conversion is as worry-free
as possible.
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UNIT 1:

FLASH IS DYING!

WHAT IS THE IMPACT ON E-LEARNING?
Adobe Flash is on its way out and will be dead by the end of 2020. Major web browsers such

FLASH
1997-2020

as Google Chrome and Mozilla have decided to phase out Flash before 2020.
When Steve Jobs decided not to support Flash in any iOS device including Apple’s iPads and iPhones,
the tide began to turn. The reasons behind this decision include:

Incompatibility of Flash with
mobile devices, especially courses
not resizing in mobile screens

Poor security of the

Heavy usage of the

information sent or received

device’s power

As for other mobile platforms, issues with Flash were drainage on battery, consumption of memory, and otherwise

buggy behavior.

www.commlabindia.com
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IMPACT ON BUSINESS

With the imminent end of Flash, what would its impact be on
businesses? For one, all the Flash-based courses in organizations
will become outdated. These courses will fail to play on web

browsers, leading to a frustrating experience for employees, not to
mention a huge hit to productivity.

In the worst-case scenario, online training that used Flash elements
will come to a standstill. The only way to avoid this situation is to be
proactive and start the process of converting Flash courses into
alternative outputs or technologies, i.e., HTML5.

www.commlabindia.com
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UNIT 2:

HTML5 TO THE
RESCUE!

WHY USE HTML5?
Most of us are aware that HTML5 is better suited to deliver mobile learning. But, what else?

HTML5 is an open web standard, which

Unlike Flash which requires a

means it is available to all software

Flash player, HTML5 does not require

developers without any restrictions or

any additional plug-ins to display

a license, as in the case of Adobe Flash.

e-learning content across

It does make sense to invest in licensed

various browsers.

authoring tools that produce HTML5

output, instead of coding your entire
e-learning course in HTML5.
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What is the Impact of HTML5-based E-learning on
Learners?
1. Makes Device-Independent Learning a Reality
With e-learning courses developed using HTML5, learners are no longer restricted to accessing learning
content from their desktops or laptops. Irrespective of the device used to access the e-learning course, the

course content is optimized for display. Learners no longer have to deal with blurred images or heavy videos
that do not play on their smartphones.
E-learning courses developed using HTML5 load faster and consume less bandwidth (which matters when
employees access e-learning outside the organization). This ensures that battery life of mobile devices is not
drained simply because learners decided to try mobile learning.

2. Beefs Up the Security of Online Learning Content
Adobe Flash is a plug-in that is used by browsers to play audio and video content in e-learning courses. This
plug-in continues to run in the background on learners’ computers, making it vulnerable to security threats.
According to CVE Details (a data source of security vulnerability), more than 1050 security vulnerabilities have
been reported in the Flash player. In comparison, HTML5 offers enhanced security for your learning content.

www.commlabindia.com
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What is the Business Impact of HTML5-based
E-learning?
With HTML5, it is possible to create responsive e-learning courses that are
accessible on multiple devices. So, learners are no longer restricted by time
or place to access e-learning.

Promotes a
Learning Culture

Apart from the training programs that learners are required to complete as
part of mandatory training requirements, there are other situations when
learners look for e-learning resources. They are:

Offers Ways to
Future-proof
Learning

■ Desire to learn

(They are genuinely interested in learning, but at their own pace)
■ Moment of need

(When they are looking for performance support or just-in-time training)

Has a Positive
Effect on ROI

R I

When e-learning courses are made available to learners in these situations,

it automatically contributes to building a learning culture – HTML5 can
make all this possible.
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What is the Business Impact of HTML5-based
E-learning?
When organizations use HTML5 for e-learning, there are two different
factors to consider, namely:

Promotes a
Learning Culture

New E-learning Courses – When designing e-learning courses to serve
future training needs, it is possible to use authoring tools to directly publish
the course to the HTML5 format.
Existing E-learning Courses – If they have e-learning courses developed in

Offers Ways to
Future-proof
Learning

older versions of authoring tools, they might want to update text, reuse the
content, or make changes to components such as videos or Flash
animations that require a Flash player to play.
No matter which of the above is applicable, converting to HTML5 will ensure

Has a Positive
Effect on ROI

R I

learning content and learners will continue to move together into the
future.
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What is the Business Impact of HTML5-based
E-learning?
The best way to improve return on investment (ROI) from training is to
refurbish legacy courses. HTML5 has made it possible to make use of
interesting strategies and techniques to deliver learning.

Promotes a
Learning Culture

For example, offering a microlearning module or a performance support
solution that can be accessed on-demand was impossible to think of when
restricted to developing e-learning courses in Flash.

Offers Ways to
Future-proof
Learning

Has a Positive
Effect on ROI

Opting for legacy course conversions boosts employee productivity and
offers long term benefits to the organization.

R I
www.commlabindia.com
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R
UNIT 3:
THE FLASH TO HTML5
CONVERSION OPTIONS
YOU HAVE – THE 4 ‘R’S

R
R
R

The 4 ‘R’s of Flash to HTML5 Conversion
This section of the book explores the four conversion methodologies organizations looking to convert their
Flash courses to HTML5, can choose from. The complexity involved increases from the left to the right.

Record

Republish

Rebuild

Redesign

Old courses
without source
files are
recorded in the
MP4 format.

Courses developed in
authoring tools
(with Flash output) are
republished to newer
versions of the
same tool.

Courses developed in
software now
obsolete are rebuilt
using new authoring
tools.

Legacy courses
needing content or
instructional updates
are given a complete
redesign using a new
authoring tool.

Click here to download a checklist.

www.commlabindia.com
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RECORD – The Basic Level of Conversion
When to Opt for the ‘Record’ Conversion Methodology?

source

When there is no significant
user interaction

When the level of
learning difficulty is low

When there are
no source files

When existing courses are

When the main objective of

If the original source files are

self-running, without any

the training is to help learners

either unavailable or unusable,

interactive elements and all

recall basic facts and

Record methodology is indeed

learners have to do is sit back

understand concepts, with a

the right choice.

and watch the course, this

basic assessment, this method

method is appropriate.

can be used to.

In the Record conversion methodology, existing courseware will be played and recorded using a screen recording
and capture program such as Camtasia, which will provide an MP4 output. MP4 output with custom built
assessments can be integrated into a SCORM Courseware shell using latest authoring tools and published to HTML5.
www.commlabindia.com
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REPUBLISH – Upgrade to The Latest Version of The
Existing Authoring Tool
When to Opt for the ‘Republish’ Conversion Methodology?

To upgrade to a newer version
of the software quickly

To make minor
content changes

To record complex
animations

Using the Republish method,

Media assets of the legacy

When Flash courses have complex

existing source files can be used

courses maybe available and

animations, they can be recorded to

to publish the course in a newer

reused, and minor content

the MP4 format and included in the

version of the same tool and

changes can be made.

republished course.

converted to HTML5.

The Republish strategy offers source to source conversion in a latest version of the same tool with
similar or moderately enhanced interactivities and published to HTML5.

www.commlabindia.com
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A Few Things to Consider
Now that the need to republish an eLearning course has been explained, here are a few things one needs to
consider before taking the step.
■ Republish is not just publishing the course in a newer version of the authoring tool.
■ It involves readjusting onscreen elements for alignment, functionality, and related issues.
■ Converted interactivities and animations may not work as well as Flash animations, though tools such as
Articulate Storyline help develop Flash-like interactivities.

Legacy courses are generally of longer duration (1-2 hours each). This won’t appeal to today’s
learners. So during conversion, take the opportunity to chunk them into standalone
microlearning modules.

www.commlabindia.com
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REBUILD – Ensure Cross-Platform Compatibility
When to Opt for the ‘Rebuild’ Conversion Methodology?
When courses are developed in obsolete software.
Legacy courses can be rebuilt in new authoring tools for HTML5 output.
Original media elements and content can be retained and reused, if valid.

If courses need to run on various browsers and devices
Rebuilding courses would help organizations get rid of browser and device-based
compatibility issues.

Redevelop courses in new tools using existing media with similar or moderately enhanced
interactivities, record complex animations and publish to HTML5.

www.commlabindia.com
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REDESIGN – Revamp Existing Online Courses
When to Opt for the ‘Redesign’ Conversion Methodology?

When the original content is
obsolete, and the course
requires a makeover

When the instructional design
strategy is no longer relevant

To ease the translation of
legacy courses

In this case, organizations need

Redesigning allows

Redesigning allows eLearning

can update content and also

organizations to explore new

courses to be translated to

include new interactivities.

age learning strategies. It allows

different languages which

Source files may or may not be

lengthy, text-heavy legacy

provides better access and

available.

courses to be converted to

uniform content to a globally

microlearning nuggets.

dispersed workforce.

Redesign legacy courses from scratch with new age learning design and approach in new tools.
www.commlabindia.com
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Authoring Tools that Facilitate Flash to HTML5
Conversion
Modern authoring tools that offer HTML5 output can be used for every conversion methodology.
They include:

Articulate
Storyline

Adobe
Captivate

Lectora
Inspire

www.commlabindia.com
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1. Articulate Storyline for Flash-like Interactivities
With its low learning curve and ease of customization, Articulate Storyline is the first option to convert Flash

courses to HTML5. Storyline makes it easy to convert Flash interactivities to HTML5, and for those that can’t
be replicated, it offers the best-fit alternative.

Storyline 360 has a responsive player that resizes content to fit the device the course is being viewed on.
Articulate Rise on the other hand, is fully responsive, rearranging content based on the dimensions of the
device being used.

2. Adobe Captivate for Seamless Responsive Output
The Fluid Box feature of Captivate 2017 makes it easy to make your Flash-based courses responsive. Though
the learning curve is steeper than Storyline, Adobe Captivate is the go-to tool when your Flash courses have
a lot of simulations.
The Fluid Box feature ensures that the design of the content adapts to every device, right from desktops to

smartphones and tablets.
Adobe Captivate offers a HTML5 Tracker that lists all the problems encountered when converting Flash

eLearning to HTML5, on a slide by slide basis.
www.commlabindia.com
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3. Lectora Inspire for Quick Text-Heavy Conversions
Text-heavy Flash courses can be converted to HTML5 with surprising ease using Lectora Inspire. A slide

created in Lectora offers the option of a scroll bar that can accommodate more content on the screen.
Lectora also offers excellent support to translations with its unique switchable interface feature. Not to

forget the scope for collaborative development offered by Lectora Online.

4. iSpring for Speed when PowerPoint Storyboards are Available
The iSpring Suite offers quick conversion of PPTs to learner-centric courses with its range of features that
support the inclusion of videos, dialog simulations, and a variety of assessments. So, if you have the
storyboards of your legacy courses, iSpring is a time-saver.

www.commlabindia.com
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UNIT 4:
A SNEAK PEEK INTO
HOW OTHER FAST
GROWING COMPANIES
ARE HANDLING IT!

SUCCESS STORIES
Different Organizations - Different Training Needs - 1 Purpose - Extend The Reach
of Training
This section explores three organizations that have opted for Flash to HTML5 conversion.

Rapid Flash to HTML5 Conversions

Conversion of Safety Training

Rapid Flash to HTML5 Conversions

for an American Multinational

Courses from Flash to Storyline

on Customer Service Training for a

Telecommunications Firm

for a Logistics Leader

Food Retailing Giant

www.commlabindia.com
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CASE STUDY 1
A Success Story of Achieving Scale In Flash To HTML5
Course Conversions
Customer Profile: The organization is a global leader in technology, communications, media & entertainment,
based in the U.S, with 250,000+ employees worldwide.
Requirement: A repository of 1500+ legacy courses (developed in several legacy authoring tools)
meant for sales and service technicians on their product portfolio, processes, and policies was to
be converted to HTML5.
Tool Used for Conversion: The courses were converted to HTML5 using Lectora Online, as the
organization’s e-learning development team was proficient in using that tool.

Conversion Type: As the conversion involved transitioning from older authoring tools to a new
approved tool, it was a Rebuild project.

Inputs: Source files were available for a few of the courses; others didn’t have the source files. For such
courses, the publish files were used to extract content and media elements.
www.commlabindia.com
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The Solution
The Process
On analyzing the Flash courses, it was identified that they could be clustered into a few groups, based on

commonalities in their functionality. Wireframes were developed accordingly for each group, to aid the
conversion process. Wireframes are functional placeholders – that can be populated with onscreen text and
other graphical elements.

As Lectora Online allows for online collaboration, stakeholders could share their feedback right within the course,
and it became seamless for our developers to work accordingly and take approvals.
Each screen was designed for 5 device layouts:
■ Desktop

iPad Landscape

iPad Portrait

Mobile Landscape

Mobile Portrait

A birds’ eye view of the process

Getting
Started

Templates
Designing

Courses
Development

Project Lead
Review

www.commlabindia.com
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Review

Feedback
Update

Device
Compatibility
Testing
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The Solution
The Numbers
30 developers with extensive
experience in working with
e-learning authoring tools
Clocked in an average of 30
development hours on each

course

1500

Flash-based courses were

The Communication Process
2 project managers from our side
liaised with stakeholders from the
client’s end to ensure the process was
seamless.
Working in close collaboration with
the client helped us wrap up this
massive conversion project in 12
months.

Quality Control
Once each course was
converted using Lectora
Online, our quality team
checked them thoroughly for
alignment and functionality –
using a standardized
checklist.

converted

Result: We converted 1500+ Flash-based courses to fully functional
responsive e-learning, using the authoring tool Lecotra Online, in 45000
45,000

human-hours

human-hours.

www.commlabindia.com
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CASE STUDY 2
A Success Story of Ensuring Safety with Flash to HTML5
Course Conversions
Customer Profile: The organization is a global leader in the logistics industry. Its business includes international
courier, parcel and express delivery, air, ocean rail, and road freight.
Requirement: The organization wanted to convert three legacy courses on safety training developed
in Flash. The courses were meant operators of stackers, trucks, and Mobile Elevated Web Platforms or
MEWPs. After conversion, they also wanted to translate these courses into six languages.
Tool Used for Conversion: Articulate Storyline 2 was used for the conversion as Storyline can convert
animations into GIFs, and meet the challenge of translating courses into different languages.

Conversion Type: The conversion involved transforming courses created in an obsolete
authoring tool to a new approved tool; hence it was a Rebuild project.

Inputs: Three Flash-based courses with the source files.

www.commlabindia.com
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The Solution
The Process

The Numbers

Developing courses in the new tool involved:

The project was handled by two project

1. Assessing the inputs

managers with one exclusively

2. Extracting the content, images, and audio files from
existing Flash courses

handling the translation process.

3. Developing a prototype using the new tool for the first
course, for approval

Two developers were involved in

4. Developing the subsequent courses after approval

the project

5. Checking of the converted courses for SCORM
compatibility
6. Review by the organization, after review by internal
experts

40
Hours

Development time for each course.

7. Subsequent translation of the courses into other
languages

Result: We converted three Flash-based courses into Storyline and later translated each course into six languages.

www.commlabindia.com
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CASE STUDY 3
A Success Story of Achieving Excellence in Customer Service with
Flash to HTML5 Conversion
Customer Profile: The organization, based in Canada is a leader in the food retailing industry and one of
Canada’s largest private sector employers, with an employee base of 20,000+.
Requirement: The organization required a legacy course developed in Flash, on customer service
converted to the HTML5 format in two languages – English and French. The new courses had to be
SCORM-compliant and follow a style guide.
Tool Used for Conversion: The authoring tool used for the conversion was Articulate Storyline,
as the organization had an in-house team that was proficient in using this tool.

Conversion Type: As the course required conversion from a legacy software to a more versatile
authoring tool, it is a ‘Rebuild’ project.

Inputs: Source files for the Flash courses developed in English and French, and change logs which
contained inputs for minor revisions to the English version of the course.
www.commlabindia.com
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The Solution
The Process
A well-defined process was followed to convert the Flash courses to HTML5.

The storyboard was updated to
include change logs and follow
the style guide.

Step 1

Content was extracted
from the .swf (Flash) files.

Step 2

The course was rebuilt
using Storyline.

Step 3

The storyboard was
reviewed and approved by
the client.

www.commlabindia.com
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Step 5

A thorough quality check
process was completed before
handing over the final version
of the course for client approval.
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The Solution
The Numbers
2 full-time developers

Quality Control

worked on the conversion

A well-defined quality check process ensured a quality
conversion. A thorough review of the converted files
ensured minimal feedback on the end product.

20

Days for project completion

Result: A proactive approach taken by the organization to convert Flash courses in 2 languages to HTML5
ensured the accessibility of these courses even after Flash support has been phased out.

www.commlabindia.com
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UNIT 5:
READY TO TAKE THE
NEXT BIG STEP?
HERE IS WHAT YOU
SHOULD KNOW!

READY FOR CONVERSION? HERE IS A CHECKLIST!
For a smooth transition from Flash to HTML5, it is always helpful to have a checklist in place.

Plan the conversion

strategy.
Formulate an

Evaluate
Organize courses

the Flash based

based on the

e-learning

Collect

availability of source

resources.

all e-learning

files and relevant

resources such as

content.

action plan and
prioritize
the courses to be

converted.

courses, video
tutorials, and digital

resources.

www.commlabindia.com
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1. Make an Inventory of the Courses
Create an inventory of your e-learning resources which are Flash-based. These courses can be identified with

their extensions, which could be either .swf or .flv.
Collect all digital resources such as courses and video tutorials. A spreadsheet with the details of each course

will give a valuable overview of the resources.
Sample Template:

S. No

Course Title

Format

Course Duration

Tool Used for
Development

Source Files
Available
(Y/N)

Click here to download this checklist.

A folder that contains related assets such as storyboards, source files, graphics, images, and animations will be a
valuable resource in the conversion process and save time.

www.commlabindia.com
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2. Organize and Group Content
Courses can be categorized as:
■ Courses with no source files
■ Courses with relevant content
■ Courses with useful components that are to be converted to the HTML format
■ Courses that need a design overhaul

3. Evaluate the Content
The next step is to evaluate the content and separate it into two groups:

Archived courses can later be replaced with
new ones but a plan of action is required for
the courses to be converted.
Courses to be archived

Courses to be converted

www.commlabindia.com
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4. Formulate the Plan of Action
Grouping courses on the parameters mentioned above will help you identify the course of action for

each category:

A

Courses with no source files

For courses that have no source files, check if the storyboards are available. If yes, they can be used for
development. If storyboards are unavailable, check for the importance of the content. If the content is not
very important, the course can be recorded as a video. If the content is important and learners are to be
engaged, rebuild them using an HTML5-based authoring tool.

B

Courses with relevant content

Some courses may have relevant content but built in older authoring tools; the option would be to
republish those courses in the newer version of the tools that support HTML5 output.

www.commlabindia.com
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C

Courses with useful components

For courses where the Flash elements have to be retained, organizations have the option to rebuild
the courses using approved development software.

D

Courses that need a design overhaul

Some courses will require a new instructional design treatment or require additional content or

assessments. Some may have no development files or they may be unusable, but are valuable for
training, such courses will have to be redesigned.
This analysis will help you assess the volume of conversion and the type of conversion that needs
to be done. The next step is to draw a priority list.

www.commlabindia.com
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5. Prioritize Conversion Requirements
Plan for the migration from Flash to HTML5 by prioritizing the conversion.
Here is a matrix that gives some cues to follow:

Urgent and Important

Less Urgent but Important

Courses that are required
for immediate training
needs

Courses that need to be
converted but are not
required immediately

Induction training for

Compliance courses

new hires

Prioritizing will help organizations
plan an efficient Flash to HTML5
conversion strategy. The next step

Less Important but Urgent
Courses that need to be
converted immediately
Courses to fill missing
pieces in the learning
curriculum

Not Important and
Not Urgent

would be to decide on the best
option for conversion.

Courses on basic topics
Course on how to use
Outlook

www.commlabindia.com
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6. Choose the Right Conversion Strategy
Flash to HTML5 E-learning Conversion Decision Maker: Find Out What's Next for You
REBUILD courses that need minor
content updates
Start blending classroom training
with eLearning to get greater value
for learning.

REDESIGN courses that need major content
updates, improvement in instructional design,
and configuring to microlearning

Good! You are ready to bid
farewell to Flash in 2020,
when browsers will stop
supporting Flash.

Do you
train
people
online?

Do you have courses developed in Flash or any
other authoring tool, that are not accessible
through new browsers, or are unavailable on
iPads and iPhones?

RECORD courses that are low on
interactivity and easy to learn

Do the
Flash
courses
have
relevant,
current
content?

REBUILD courses with relevant
media elements

Do you have the
source files?
REPUBLISH courses using the latest
version of the same authoring tool

Answer the following
questions:

Click here to download this Decision Tree.
NO
YES

www.commlabindia.com
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UNIT 6:
PARTNER WITH THE
BEST FOR THE BEST
RESULTS

PARTNER WITH THE BEST FOR THE BEST RESULTS
If you have 5-10 courses to be converted from Flash to HTML5, you can do it in-house. However, if you have

anything between 150-1500 courses, it is better you outsource the conversion. But before you decide to
outsource your Flash to HTML5 conversion, take a close look at the pros and cons of both outsourcing and
doing it in-house.

Doing it In-House
Pros:
As your team will be handling the conversion, there will be fewer chances for
miscommunication. Sudden changes in the scope can also be addressed immediately.

Cons:
If you lack the right resources, or if the planning is not spot-on, there are high chances of
the conversion process missing timelines and even being a sloppy, poor-quality affair.

www.commlabindia.com
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Outsourcing the Conversion
Pros:
When you outsource Flash to HTML5 conversion, you have a team of experts to rely on.
Competent eLearning vendors will fast-track the conversion and give the best results
leveraging their strengths in rapid eLearning development, authoring tools, instructional
design, and project management.
You can be assured of good quality within a quick turnaround time. All additional requirements
such as improving courses instructionally or configuring them into microlearning curriculums
will also be executed flawlessly.
Outsourcing to a vendor will also be inexpensive when you have a huge volume of courses to

be converted and also need to redesign some of them.

Cons:
While the difference in time zones and cultural differences might hinder seamless

communication, agile vendors will turn this to their advantage by implementing your feedback
and ensuring it is ready for review by your next business day.

www.commlabindia.com
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A 5-Point Checklist for a Successful Partnership
If organizations decide to outsource Flash to HTML5 conversion, they need to find the right eLearning

vendor. Here are 5 simple steps to help:

1. Analyze Vendor’s Expertise in Flash to HTML5 Course Conversion
Ending up with a less-experienced vendor with not much experience in Flash to HTML5 conversion can lead
to the failure of the entire endeavor. There are several eLearning vendors who are boutique companies, not
skilled in legacy course conversions. Organizations have to focus on the vendor’s ability, rather than the size
of the organization. They have to ensure the vendor has ample experience working with large clients in their
industry and is comfortable with global audiences. Ask questions like:

?

How many Flash to
HTML5 conversion
projects have they
completed?

What is their expertise
in authoring tools?

www.commlabindia.com

Do they have expertise
in a particular authoring
tool or can they work
with all?
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2. Check Ability to Match Requirements
You should select a vendor who adheres to streamlined communication workflows,

development processes, and strong project management.
The vendor should provide scope for discussions, reviews, and revisions that go during

the process. Firms looking to convert Flash to HTML5 must also look at the team size of
the vendor since ultimately they are the ones who hold the required skills necessary for
legacy course conversions.

3. Assess the Time Taken to Provide the Deliverables
As mentioned before, a vendor should be able to deliver the converted HTML5 courses adhering to quality,
but not at the cost of time. As important as it is to maintain the standard of the courses, it is also important to

finish the project on time. Organizations should give prospective vendors a sample course to develop and
check how fast they can do it, while also maintaining quality.

www.commlabindia.com
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4. Factor the Cost Considerations
With other considerations such as the turn-around time, quality, and skills being equal, the bottom-line

deciding factor for choosing the right vendor for Flash to HTML5 course conversion is cost! While choosing a
vendor, look into the cost and budget, which can be significantly different. You should outline the scope of
work at the very beginning, discuss, and come to an agreement with the conversion vendor.

5. Look if the Vendor Can Provide Value Add-Ons
While looking for the right vendor for Flash to HTML5 conversions, organizations should settle for the one who
gives them value add-ons, apart from other considerations. What are value additions? They can include a:

Library of prepared
templates

Documented development
processes and checklists

www.commlabindia.com
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CONCLUSION
With these conversion methods at hands,
organizations needn’t go into a tizzy about the
impending demise of Flash. Legacy courses can
be revamped to be made compatible with
multiple mobile devices and to extend the utility

of Flash components.
Making an early start will help You bid a warm

adieu to Flash and give HTML5 ample time to
seamlessly take up the mantle of spearheading
their online learning initiatives.

www.commlabindia.com
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ABOUT US
CommLab India is the most sought-after global leader for its rapid eLearning solutions. It has been ranked first among top providers of Rapid
eLearning and Blended Learning Solutions for 2020 by eLearning Industry.
With our formidable authoring tools expertise and decades of experience in corporate training and instructional design, we offer rapid
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